GATE: STATUS

STATUS

Gun-mounted computer

Ocena: Nie ma jeszcze oceny
Price
Base price with tax 1106,49 PLN
Salesprice with discount
Sales price 1106,49 PLN
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GATE: STATUS

Discount

Zadaj pytanie o produkt

Description
The STATUS gun-mounted computer is one of the most innovative airsoft accessories ever made giving you real-time data and reinforcing your
tactical decisions on the field. No more surprises with an empty magazine or a discharged battery. Take aim with precision thanks to the
replica’s angle indicator. Just connect your TITAN or ASTER Electronic Trigger Units via Blu-Link and use complete data and dozens of
functionalities at your fingertips.
This sophisticated device mounted directly to standard RIS rails is equipped with an OLED display protected by polycarbonate glass covered
with a 3mk FlexibleGlass™ foil. Together with water and dust resistant CNC aircraft grade aluminum body, IP68 certified and meeting MILSTD-810H* standards, is designed to operate even in challenging conditions.
Kit contents:
STATUS Tactical Computer
USB-A to USB-C Charging Cable
PIN Card
QuickStart Guide
Check the full STATUS description
NOTICE!
To use the full potential of the STATUS, connect it to ASTER or TITAN via Blu-Link. The tactical computer without a GATE Electronic
Trigger Unit and the Bluetooth® dongle offers a limited number of functionalities.
The Blu-Link dongle is available as a separate component - not included with this kit.
STATUS screen is covered with a protective 3mk FlexibleGlass™ foil. In case of foil damage, replace it with a new one. Do not leave the
screen unprotected to avoid scratching.
Please note that due to different screen settings and light conditions, the color of the products in the pictures may be slightly different
from the actual item. Color differences may also occur between different batches of the product.
AEG Replica visible in the picture is not included in this kit.
Kit includes one STATUS tactical computer.
*MIL-STD-810H in temperature spikes, resistance to vibration and shock, resistance to solar radiation.

Opinie
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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